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Abstract—The utilization of Internet on domestic and corpo-

rate front has been increasing at drastic rate. Each organization 

and enterprise exploits the internet to its fullest extent based on 

its requirements. In almost all areas, internet is proved to be a 

boon. But sometimes it lands the users into trouble because of un-

wanted and uninvited harmful software applications. There are 

so many types of threats and challenges that are faced by the in-

ternet users. Out of all the threats faced by internet users, botnets 

are at the top most position. Because of these prodigious threats 

botnets are the rising area of research. Botnet works as a coordi-

nated or synchronized activity where different bots collectively 

participate to perform a malicious task. The botnet is different 

from other form of malware in its capability to compromise the 

computer systems or smartphones to set up a link with command 

and control(C&C) server controlled by bot controller. Because of 

the  massive  participation  of  compromised  machines  the  losses 

caused by botnet attack are immeasurable.  As a result, different 

researchers are showing keen interest in the field of botnets. The 

trend reflects  that  the number of  researches in this  field have 

gone up at tremendous rate in past 5 to 10 years. The present pa-

per proposes a framework to systematically identify the presence 

of malicious bot, prevent it from spreading further and perform-

ing its forensic investigation.

Index Terms—Bots, Botnet, Botnet detection, Forensics, Mal-

ware

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a  days  ,  Botnets  are  beeoming the  first  ehoiee  of 

haekers and eraekers to take them to their very goal. These 

people  perform their  wieked  aetivities  through  a  Botnet.  A 

Botnet is defined as a eolleetion of intereonneeted elients that 

may be the Computer systems or mobile deviees where eaeh 

deviee  is  infeeted  with  malevolent  pieee  of  software  ealled 

bot. The maehine or host that is infeeted with bot is also some-

times referred to as a bot. A Botnet is ereated and eontrolled 

by humanware eommonly known as botherder or botmaster.

A botmaster eontrols all the bots in his botnet by issuing 

them eommands and instruetions and instruetions through a 

eommon meeting point on the internet and that is referred to as 

C & C (Command and Control) server. All bots direetly or in-

direetly report to this C&C server and are eontrolled and eoor-

dinated by it.

Bots are used to perform an ample number of tasks that are 

marked by deep ill will. Bots are used to earry out the aetivi-

ties against hardware as well as software and sueh aetivities 

are deliberately harmful.  Some examples  of  sueh vindietive 

tasks are DDOS(Distributed Denial  of Serviee ) attaek. The 

impaet of sueh attaek is quite harmful. Aeeording of FBI, USA 

alone has faeed the loss of around $20 million beeause of the 

bot attaeks.

The main purpose of botherders behind the development 

and  operation  of  botnets  is  the  monetary  benefit.  The 

botherders  reportedly  earn  huge  profits  by  extending  and 

rendering their serviees to different people and organizations. 

As per the available faets and figures many botnets have badly 

hampered the working of Internet and have definitely eaused 

losses to world eeonomy. These days, along with the botnets 

of eomputers, the botnets of mobile phones are extending their 

arms  and  are  posing  a  big  threat  to  safety and  seeurity  of 

Internet. Beeause of the speedy expansion of botnets and their 

harmful  impaets  ,  many  researehers  and  organizations  are 

taking  keen  interest  in  studying  botnets  and  developing 

solutions to find its existenee, to reduee its impaet, to make it 

stay  apart  and  to  eradieate  it.  So  many  seeurity  solution 

developers  eompanies  sueh  as  MCAfee,  Symantee, 

TrendMiero have given some tools  to fight against  botnets 

and  are  still  striving  hard  in  direetion  of  finding  the 

whereabouts of botnets and also to freeze them. Botnets have 

major impaet on the all eategories of people who eome under 

its influenee. It is observed that a good number of researehers 

have shown their eoneern for the eurrent problem of botnets , 

as there is a sharp inerease in number of researeh artieles on 

botnets from year 2005 to 2015.

 The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: 

Seetion 2 gives introduetion of the botnet life eyele and arehi-

teeture, Seetion 3 throws light upon researeh related studies, 

Seetion 4 defines arehiteeture of botnet forensies, botnet de-

fense meehanism whieh is required for investigation and re-

duetion of botnet aetivity is detailed in Seetion 5, and some re-

seareh ehallenges are presented in Seetion 6, and at the end we 

diseuss eonelusion and future prospeets in Seetion 7.
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II. RELATED WORK 

Many researchers have worked in this field and tried to find out 

some solution to the problem of botnets. Many of them have 

suggested some solutions and shared their experimental 

experiences to mitigate the problem of Botnets. In literature 

review it is highlighted that the past researchers have deployed 

various tools and developed the techniques such as Signature 

and Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) to 

tackle the problem of network security and detection of threat. 

 

 In [1] a generic framework is presented that is related to botnet 

detection and is based on the approach of passive monitoring or 

observation of the network traffic. The authors have also tried 

their level best to present the approach through the use of a flow 

chart. Authors also stress upon the statement that, to apply or 

test the mitigation efforts, detection must be performed in real 

time. There must be low false positives to notice botnet action 

as in intrusion detection system. Escaping the detection need to 

be considered as one of the most crucial features for bot 

attackers. 

 

In [2] the authors have build up the framework on the 

advancement of tools  belonging to open source category, such 

tools include Hadoop, Hive and Mahout to render a measurable 

effectuation of semi-real-time intrusion detection system. The 

effectuation is used to observe Peer-to-Peer botnet attacks using 

machine learning methodology. The fpcus points of their paper 

are as follows: (1) Creating a distributed framework using Hive 

for catching and handling network traces which enables the pull 

out of dynamic network characteristics. (2) Utilising the parallel 

processing ability of Mahout to construct Random Forest 

supported Decision Tree model which is employed in the job of 

Peer-to-Peer Botnet detection in semi-real-time. The 

effectuation setup and performance measures are presented as 

first observations and future elongations are also proposed. 

 

 [3] shows an open framework named Dorothy that allows to 

check the activity of a botnet. The authors propose to describe 

a botnet behavior through a collection of parameters and a 

graphical representation. In a case study, the authors penetrated 

and observed a botnet named siwa and collected details about 

its operational structure, geographical distribution, 

communication techniques, command language and processes. 

The framework of Dorothy is composed of various software 

modules applying all different steps of the mechanical joining 

to an IRC channel, tracking, study and graphical representation 

of botnet activity. 

 

  

   

 In [4] the authors presented a new detection framework which 

lays stress upon P2P based botnets. This proposed framework 

is related to their definition of botnets. The proposed framework 

is based on inactive monitoring of network traffics. 

Accordingly this model is not suitable for detecting botnet at 

that particular moment when hosts are contaminated with bots.  

The authors identify a botnet as a collection of bots that will 

perform similar interaction and malicious activity patterns 

within the same botnet. In this detection framework, authors 

observe the group of hosts that present similar interaction 

pattern in one stage and also performing malicious activities in 

another stage, and searching for the common hosts in them. 

 

In [5] the researchers show the facts required to create a system 

capable of reducing the botnet problem in financial scenario. 

The projected arrangement stands on a new design that has been 

authenticated by one of the largest savings banks of Spain. The 

authors present that it is possible to plot financial botnet 

networks and to give a non-deterministic grade to its connected 

bots. The planned arrangement also encourages intelligence 

data sharing and distribution to concerned organizations such 

as law enforcement agencies, Internet Service Providers and 

financial establishments.  

 

In [7] present an organized botnet framework to facilitate 

researchers to put together benevolent botnets with changing 

command and control (C&C) arrangements to allow researchers 

to produce imitated base for the intentions of illustrating 

existing and probable forthcoming botnet C&C structures in 

order to assist the practical expansion of efficient botnet 

security. This allows researchers to imitate recent and possible 

upcoming botnet traffic, illustrate it, and sketch valuable 

defense processes. In this paper, the authors portray the 

SLINGbot model and how it can be helpful for the positive 

improvement of botnet defense mechanisms. 

In [8] the authors proposed the structure of IRC client nature in 

a route in order to differentiate between regular and botnet-

linked action. The projected system for spotting botnet activity 

is based on a structure of IRC client performance. The 

suggested structure spots and interprets IRC movement within 

unprocessed network traffic and, by examining a group of 

expressive factors, enables an organizer to group and segregate 

regular activity occurrences from botnet-associated ones. 

In [12] suggests a novel methodology to spot botnet movement 

relying on traffic performance investigation by grouping 

network traffic manners applying machine learning techniques. 

Traffic activities investigation techniques do not rely upon the 

packets consignment, which signifies that they can operate with 

encrypted network interaction protocols. Network traffic data 

can generally be conveniently extracted from multiple network 
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tools without influencing major network operation or service 

accessibility. The researchers learn the possibility of spotting 

botnet movement without having seen an entire network stream 

by grouping actions build on time gaps. Examining the 

available information, the authors demonstrate practically that 

it is feasible to spot the occurence of identified and strange 

botnets activity with maximum correctness even with quite 

little time gaps. 

 

In [13] presented a distinctive, bottom-up concept. That is, to 

deprecate botnet techniques and tools by dejecting or putting on 

trial the customers of the embezzled records. To make the idea 

tangible, the researchers put forward a case study of relating the 

concept to a well known botnet toolkit, Zeus, along with two 

techniques, called, reverse engineering and behavioural 

analysis. The benefit of this concept is that it points at the fragile 

point of a botnet food chain (the customers). The pouring effect 

will ultimately influence the peak level of the chain (the toolkit 

creator) by reducing his/her earnings when trading latest data to 

existing customers and new customers. In accumulation, since 

the assault is on the  business prototype, malware developers 

would require to modify how they do trading to avoid our 

attack, which is additionally tough  than changing the 

application of their tools and techniques. 

 

In [14] an arrangement located at the network border is set up 

with the ability to spot rapidly changing domains via DNS 

interrogation. Numerous domain characteristics were 

investigated to ascertain which of them would be highly 

successful in the grouping of domains. This is attained applying 

a C5.0 decision tree classifier along with Bayesian statistics, 

with affirmative illustrations being labeled as possibly 

malicious and pessimistic illustrations as genuine domains. The 

approach spots harmful domain names with a maximum 

probability of accuracy, mitigating the requirement of 

blacklists. Some of the statistical tools, such as Variation 

distance and Probability distribution, Naive Bayesian, Bayesian 

are employed to spot harmful domain names. The spotting 

methods are tried out against modeled traffic and it is 

highlighted that the harmful traffic can be spotted with low false 

positive rates. 

 

  

 In [15] Demonstrates the study and examination done to 

describe or identify an effective set of traffic factors capable of 

depecting both usual and unusual working of networks, 

throwing light upon botnet activity spotting through abnormal 

and supportive behavior. An identification framework model is 

also suggested and examined through real data traffic.  

 

 In [17] analyze the potential threat of botnets based on mobile 

networks. The author discusses about mobile botnets.  

 The term mobile botnet refers to a group of compromised 

smartphones that are remotely controlled by botmasters via 

C&C channels. The author also gives brief account of Waledac 

and challenges involved in the study of mobile botnets and 

tracing their activities. A light is also thrown upon the defence 

mechanisms for mobile botnets. 

 

In [18] authors suggest methodologies to spot botnets by 

examining network data traffic movement or flood. The authors 

constructed patterns for catching traffic data movement with 

extra pertinent features for botnet spotting. The researchers or 

authors have made use of the IPFIX standard for the 

specification of the patterns. Hence their methods can be 

applied to find the presence of various bot families with 

minimum outlay and are dealer impartial. 

III. BOTNET FRAMEWORK AND LIFE CYCLE 

The actual strength of a botnet is present in its architecture. It 

it’s the skeleton which provides a backbone to the entire botnet. 

The botnet architecture  involves the formation of botnet and 

who and who involved in it. 

 

A. BOTNET ARCHITECTURE 

Under the given heading we are going to throw some light upon 

the key features of Botnets and rest of the paper will be based 

on such features. As already mentioned a botnet is a network of 

compromised machines under the direct control of an individual 

operator called botherder or botmaster. A botnet may be 

thought of as melding of many threats into one. A botnet usually 

consists of bot server, bot clients or bots and botmaster. There 

can be small as well as large botnets. It means the botnets 

formed with the network of several hundred or thousands of 

botnets are regarded as small botnets whereas the botnets with 

millions of botclients are called large botnets. 

The term botnet is derived from Robot Network. It reflects the 

fact that the botclients will act as Robots and server the 

botmaster who quietly sits at one central location to send them 

the commands and fulfill his goal of launching the attacks such 

as DDOS, sending Spam mails, phishing attacks, identity thefts, 

stealing credit card credentials etc. In modern days one 

botmaster handles or tackles a collection of bot servers by 

creating several divisions. In this way if somehow any 

communication channel is hampered by security people then 

only one particular division is lost and rest of the divisions are 

still active, The other divisions are very well used for launching 

the illegal activities. A botmaster normally establishes 

communication with bots using IRC (Internet Relay Chat) on a 

remote Command and Control (C&C) Server. The five main 
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stages that are performed in this communication from joining 

of a new bot to launching an attack are as follows:- 

(i) A new vulnerable machine is attacked and 

compromised by copying into it a malicious piece 

of code. On execution of the malicious code the 

machine searches out for the C&C server, attaches 

itself to the server and becomes part of botnet. 

Using the rallying mechanism it informs about its 

presence to the botmaster that it is now ready to 

receive the commands. 

(ii) It then receives commands from the botmaster to 

perform some malicious activity or task. 

(iii) The commands received by the machine from the 

botmaster are then executed by the bot client. 

(iv) The attack is initiated as per the given commands. 

(v) The bot client communicates back with the 

botmaster to inform him about the success of the 

attack. 

There are some more people who are directly or indirectly 

related to the botnets and they are:- 

(1) Bot Creator:- This person is responsible for the 

development, design and implementation of a botnet. 

A bot creator may be a botmaster or some other person 

or group of persons. These people develop special kits 

called botkit and sell it to those people who are of 

malicious intent and want to build up and maintain 

their own botnet.  

(2) Bot Users:- These are those people who either avail 

the services of any botnet by paying some amount of 

money or they themselves become botmasters by 

purchasing the botkits or developing the code for bots 

and form botnets. In this entire process an illegal 

monetary transaction is also involved. 

(3) Dupe:- A dupe is the one who is victimized by a bot. 

It is that machine which is compromised by exploiting 

its one or more vulnerabilities. Such machines or 

people associated with these systems may receive 

spam mails or be the part of various attacks constituted 

by bots. 

(4)   Inactive player:- He or she may be the possessor of a 

host machine which has been exploited or victimized 

and hence becomes a part of botnet without any 

acceptance. It starts doing illegal activities on behalf 

of the botmaster or as per his indications. 

B. BOTNET LIFECYCLE 

A life cycle may be thought of as a process starting from the 

formation of a bot to fulfilling its very purpose. Many papers 

presented by different authors throw light upon the life cycle of 

botnets. Most of the authors have presented the various process 

sequences but the detailed overview is not provided. we have 

tried our level best to analyse its stps and presentedit in detailed 

form, clearly stating the purpose of its each stage. The various 

steps in botnet life cycle are interrelated. In order to vindicate 

our statement, we are dividing the life cycle of a botnet into 5 

steps or stages. A small overview of each stage is given in figure 

1. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
  Figure 1: Phases of botnet lifecycle 

 

 

(a) Botnet Creation:- It is the very first level in the life 

cycle of a botnet. In this phase the birth of a botnet 

takes place. The person behind the creation of botnet 

gives a physical shape to his intentions by framing the 

initial structure and framework. 

 

(b) Botnet Enlisting:- It is also referred to as bonet 

recruitment. Once a botnet is created, then arises the 

need to find out other hosts and if the botmaster locates 

any vulnerable host through an existing client, then it 

is compromised and that particular host becomes a 

member of the botnet. 

 

(c) Botnet communication:- In this stage a process called 

rallying is taken place. In this process the botnet client 

setup its first interaction with the botmaster through 

C&C channel or any other mechanism. At this point or 

stage a botclient informs the botmaster about its 

presence in the botnet and it also may request updates. 

The updates may include the names of various C&C 

servers, the list of IP addresses, channel names etc. 

The botclient also takes orders from the botmaster to 

Phases 

Botnet Creation 

Communication 

Botnet Enlisting 

Orders Execution 

Attack Success 
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initiate an attack or gets information about the location 

of current antivirus and ensure its removal or making 

it passive. 

 

(d) Orders Execution:-On getting the commands or 

Orders from the botherder to perform an attack, the bot 

client execute such commands. A bot client may 

perform various actions on the basis of instructions 

obtained from the botmaster. Such actions may be to 

launch Distributed Denial of Service attack, sending 

bulk amount of spam mails, doing click fraud, 

launching phishing attack, performing identity theft, 

compromising othet systems or recruit the systems to 

become part of the botnet, password guessing and 

installation of adaware etc to the other machines. In 

some cases the bot clients have special capability to 

sniff the running network traffic for passwords. 

According to C A Schiller, the botclients use little but 

able softwares to grab the usernames and passwords 

and also use other softwares to creck them. There are 

various tools available for password breaking or 

cracking. 

 

(e) Attack Success:- The main goal of any botnet’s 
conception is to successfully carry out the orders of the 

botmaster and earn desired amount of monetary profit. 

On successful execution of the attack the bot informs 

about the success to the bot master. 

 

C. BOTNET TOPOLOGIES 

The word topology means the configuration or design in which 

different bot clients are connected together and form a massive 

network called botnet. As per the Command and Control(C&C) 

Channel, the botnet topologies are divided into two categories 

or models, and that are: 

(1) Centralized model 

(2) Decentralized model 

Both, centralized model and Decentralized model have their 

own pros and cons. The detailed discussion of both the models 

is provided here. 

1) Centralized model 

In centralized model there is one central server or central point 

that is responsible for setting up communication between the 

Botherder and Botclients. Using this channel the exchange of 

messages and commands is taken place. The central server is 

referred to as Command and Control (C& C) server. Many 

available Botnets such as SDBot , AgoBot, RBot etc use C&C 

for the purpose of communication. The central computer or 

server is usually a powerful computer system because it has to 

handle the entire Botnet whose size may vary from a few 

thousands to many millions. It must have a high bandwidth 

since at any single point it may require to serve many bots. Even 

though the central server is a powerful one but it is regarded as 

a weak point of this model. If someone is able to locate and 

launch an attack on C&C server then the entire Botnet will be 

deactivated and will no more be able to send to receive 

messages to the server. The figure 2 gives diagrammatic 

representation of command and control architecture of 

centralized model. 

There are two protocols which are frequently used by C&C to 

perform communication and that are HTTP (Hyper Text 

Transfer protocol) and IRC(Internet Relay Chat). 

 

 

 

 

                       
 

  

                      Figure 2: Centralized C&C botnet 

 

1.1 IRC based Botnets 

IRC is a protocol for real time Internet text messaging (chatting) 

or synchronous conferencing based on TCP that may also use  

secure socket layer. IRC offers various useful features. It helps 

in transferring files between users and the programs running on 

systems. IRC based botnets use centralized Command and 

Control structure in which infected machines try to establish 

connection to the IRC server and join the same channel.In these 

botnets the C&C server works on IRC service. The IRC 

protocol is based on client- server model. It Offers flexibility in 

communication and is quite simple to setup. It is regarded one 

of the most popular protocols to setting communication among 

Botnets. 

 

1.2  HTTP based Botnets 

IRC may be thought of as an originating protocol for botnets. 

IRC gained a lot of popularity and most of the botnets operated 

on IRC, so many researchers started focusing on IRC based 

communication. IRC also had some demerits. As IRC contains 

information about the port number before initiating an attack, 

the attack can be smoothly detected. So the hackers switched to 

HTTP protocol. This protocol is generally used in any category 

of network. It offers various advantages. It has the capability to 

hide malicious botnet traffic in normal web traffic which could 

not even be detected by firewall. The HTTP based botnets are 

easy to easy to form and implemented. There are some botnets 

Bot 

Master C&C server  

BOT 

BOT 

BOT 
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which use HTTP protocol and they are Rustock, Clickbot, Zeus, 

There are two types of HTTP based botnets: 

1. Echo based HTTP botnets 

2. Command based HTTP botnets 

 

2) Decentralized model 

A decentralized model is a model in which there is no 

central command and control. The protocols used by 

centralized botnets are IRC and HTTP but this type of 

botnet works with different types of protocols. 

Example of decentralized model is Peer to Peer (P2P). 

The P2P network of compromised machines is much 

harder to detect and destroy. P2P systems normally 

make use of file sharing networks. In decentralized 

models the botherder has freedom to choose any bot to 

distribute commands in the botnet. All bots can act as 

clients as well as servers. This type of botnet cannot be 

taken down by simply attacking at one point because 

there is no central server to control entire botnet. If one 

bot is attacked and taken down then other bots of the 

botnet will keep on working. P2P botnet is more 

dynamic and robust than the centralized one. Each bot 

maintains some collaboration to the other bots of the 

botnet. The P2P botnet is quite hard to be monitored, 

taken down and hacked. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                  Figure.3: Peer to Peer bonet architecture 

 
 

IV. BOTNET DETECTION 

Many researchers have worked on the detection techniques of 

botnets and followed various approaches to identify C&C 

channels or analysis of the network traffic. Various techniques 

have been designed for Botnet detection from time to time. As 

per the researchers there are three major techniques of botnet 

detection:- 

a) Host based detection 

b) Honeynets based detection 

c) Network based detection 

A. Host based detection 

In hosts based detection techniques the analysis of machine 

responses is done on the basis of certain terms. The general 

behavior of the machine is observed and tried to locate any type 

of abnormality. System taking too long to respond to even small 

actions, taking too long to resolve the call sequences, any 

suspicious entry in the registry, abnormal changes in the file 

systems, antivirus not responding or turning off on its own, 

changes observed in network connections etc may point fingers 

in the direction of presence of bot. Host based detection 

methods are not treated as very successful methods because 

such methods are capable for only one machine and may vary 

machine to machine. 

B. Honeynets based Detection 

Honeynets are sometimes referred to as Honeypots . Honeynets 

are mainly used to study and understand botnet features and 

techniques but are not always useful in detecting bot infection. 

Honey nets are normally employed to discover the intentions of 

botmasters or attackers. This technique is useful for detecting 

the known bots. The unknown bots and even known bots with 

slight change in the bot binaries are not detected by this method. 

C. Network based detection 

The network based detection technique is based on 

monitoring and analyzing the passive network traffic. This 

approach is quite helpful in identifying the presence of 

botnets in the networks. In this approach the network data 

is continuously monitored, network based communications 

are observed. Any abnormal trace may indicate the 

presence of some malicious activity. Now a days the 

botmasters are very smart and apply multitude of code 

obfuscation techniques. Even though the malicious code is 

obfuscated and bypassed by malware detection software, 

the packets are still present in the network that can be 

further traced by applying other techniques. The network 

based detection technique can be classified into four 

categories:- 

a) Signature based detection 

b) Anomaly based detection 

c) DNS based detection 

d) Mining based detection 

a) Signature based detection 

    For signature based botnet detection technique there must be 

a dataset containing information about existing botnets. Using 

the bot binaries of existing botnets the bots behavior can be 

studied. A very good example of an Intrusion detection system 

that is based on signature based detection is Snort. In [21] it is 

being discussed about Snort and it is openly available for 

anyone on Internet. It has the capability of tracing out the signs 

of malicious activity when it is placed to monitor the network 

traffic. But we may consider its limitation that it can only detect 

the bots with known signatures and is proved to be useless for 

newly introduced bots. 

Botmaster 

BOT 

BOT BOT 

BOT 
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b) Anomaly based detection 

Anomaly based botnet detection techniques work on the basis  

of  some flaws found in networks and such flaws may be high 

amount of network latency( High reaction time), sudden flow 

of massive amount of network traffic, presence of data traffic 

on unusual ports, abnormal behavior of computer system or 

network devices. All these reasons sufficiently give indication 

of bot activity. Even though it has the capability to detect 

unknown botnets but is incapable to detect that IRC network 

which has not yet been used for attack purpose. In [25] the 

author mentions about Botsniffer software which works on the 

basis of anomaly detection. 

c) DNS based detection 

The DNS based approach is a kind of passive detection 

technique. In such techniques there is full transparency but are 

not known to botherders. DNS based approach is based on the 

property that in order to access the C&C server, bots carry out 

DNS queries to locate the particular C&C server that is 

typically hosted by DDNS(Dynamic DNS) provider. So DNS 

monitoring will be easy approach to detect Botnet DNS traffic 

and detect DNS traffic anomalies. This is most famous and easy 

technique of botnet detection [22]. 

d)  Mining based detection 

The data mining based technique helps in recognizing the useful 

patterns to find out certain type of regularities and 

irregularities in available datasets. Data mining techniques can 

be used for the purpose of optimization. In this method the 

sufficient amount of data is obtained from the network log file 

to work upon and analyse. The various data mining methods are 

correlation, classification, clustering, statistical analysis and 

aggregation for extracting the useful information from the 

available data[22]. 

 

V. PROPOSED BOTNET ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 

The meaning of the word detection is to detect any abnormal 

activity and take measures to prevent it. The proposed 

framework presents the comparative analysis of  the models 

presented by different researchers and suggests the useful 

measures in the direction of botnet detection. 

The proposed model divides the process of bot detection into 

series of steps which starts from pre identification phase. 

There are three major steps involved in the proposed model :- 

                                                

5.1 Pre Identification 

 

The pre Identification means the steps that can be taken before 

starting the botnet detection process. It includes : 

 Security tools Preprocessing 

 Reorganization 

 Collection 

 Preservation 

 Retention 

 

In security tools preprocessing the installed security tools are 

analysed and the problem is identified. In reorganization step, a 

setup is prepared, various networking tools are arranged and 

organized to make an environment ready to generate the 

network traffic. An available tool may be used to collect the 

network packets from the traffic flown in the network. The 

packet or dataset collection is done and the dataset is preserved 

safely. Once the dataset preservation is performed, it must be 

retained in the form of backup and its safety is ensured so that 

no one should tamper or harm the collected data. The various 

steps are shown through figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               

                        

 

 

 

Figure 4. Pre Identification Phase 

 

5.2 Identification Phase 

 

In identification phase or process the data is identified and 

captured by using the available tools. The figure 5 shows 

identification phase.The various tools that may be used for data 

capturing may be Wireshark, NS2, Tcpdump, Botnet 

Simulator(BoNeSi). Then begins the detection phase in which 

the classification of data is performed. The different types of 

methods are employed such as machine learning, clustering, 

regression and association etc and then the next step is for 

mitigation of the problem and forensics analysis. Machine 

learning focuses on the development of such computer 

applications that can train themselves to grow and change when 

exposed to new form of information. Clustering is the 

unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data 

items, or feature vectors) into groups (clusters). The regression 

analysis is used to find the relationship between the dependent 

variable (target field) and one or more independent variables. 

The dependent variable is the one whose values you want to 

predict, whereas the independent variables are the variables that 

you base your prediction on. Association rules are those  

Collection 
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Security 

tools 

Reorganization 

Retention Preservation 
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statements that help unveil relationships between seemingly 

unrelated data in a relational database or other information 

datasets. 

 

 

 

                              

                                 

                          Figure 5.I dentification Phase 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE CHALLENGES 

In this paper we have tried to review the current state of botnets 

and to understand how botnet works and propose a detection 

framework to develop the efficient botnet detection system. The 

proposed process model or framework is a complete model that 

can be used for detecting the bots and analyzing them. The test 

bed environment consists of series of steps that can be easily 

implemented and fruitful result may be obtained from them. 

The method is quite simple and useful.  

Several botnet studies are based on botnets detection 

techniques. There is hardly any methodical study about botnet 

anticipation and alleviation. More studies on botnet prevention 

are required that can extend support to spot botnets in their early 

stages. On the other hand, more studies about how to mitigate 

and respond after finding trails of an infection. Therefore, 

prevention and mitigation are striking challenges in this field. 
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